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Abstract 18 

 19 

The lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) is essential for higher-level cognition, but how interactions among 20 

LPFC areas support cognitive control has remained elusive. In previous work, dynamic causal modeling 21 

(DCM) of fMRI data revealed that demands on cognitive control elicited a convergence of influences 22 

towards mid LPFC. We proposed that these findings reflect the integration of abstract, rostral and 23 

concrete, caudal influences to inform context-appropriate action. Here, we provide a causal test of this 24 

model using continuous theta-burst transcranial magnetic stimulation (cTBS). cTBS was applied to 25 

caudal, mid, or rostral LPFC, as well as a control site in counterbalanced sessions. In most cases, 26 

behavioral modulations resulting from cTBS could be predicted based upon the direction of influences 27 

within the previously estimated DCM. However, inconsistent with our DCM, we found that cTBS to 28 

caudal LPFC impaired cognitive control processes presumed to involve rostral LPFC. Revising the original 29 

DCM with a pathway from caudal LPFC to rostral LPFC significantly improved the fitted DCM and 30 

accounted for the observed behavioral findings. These data provide causal evidence for LPFC dynamics 31 

supporting cognitive control and demonstrate the utility of combining DCM with causal manipulations to 32 

create, test, and refine models of cognition.  33 
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Introduction 34 

 35 

Context-appropriate behavior requires assessing both present circumstances and future plans to 36 

determine the best course of action in the moment. Guiding behavior in accordance with internal 37 

representations rather than habitual stimulus-response tendencies requires cognitive control which 38 

depends on the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC; Miller and Cohen, 2001). Yet, how the functional 39 

properties and interactions among areas of the LPFC support cognitive control remains poorly 40 

understood. 41 

 42 

Previously, we collected fMRI data on human participants to investigate how the LPFC supports 43 

cognitive control by examining intercommunication among LPFC areas across a variety of cognitive 44 

control demands (Figure 1A,B; Nee and D'Esposito, 2016). First, we used univariate analysis to 45 

determine the functional responses of different LPFC areas. This analysis revealed that caudal LPFC was 46 

responsive to attention to stimulus features (Feature Control), mid LPFC was responsive to contextual 47 

rules to be applied to the attended stimulus feature (Contextual Control), and rostral LPFC was 48 

responsive to retaining a past stimulus feature for a future rule (Temporal Control). Collectively, these 49 

results supported the hypothesis that progressively rostral LPFC areas perform progressively abstract 50 

processes (Fuster, 2001; Koechlin et al., 2003; Badre, 2008; Badre and D'Esposito, 2009). Second, we 51 

used dynamic causal modeling (DCM) to examine how intercommunication among LPFC areas supports 52 

cognitive control (Friston et al., 2003). The estimated model (Figure 1D) demonstrated three principle 53 

properties: 1) caudal LPFC provides feature-specific inputs to the rest of the LPFC; 2) rostral and caudal 54 

influences converge in mid LPFC during Contextual Control; and 3) rostral LPFC remains largely 55 

segregated from the rest of the LPFC during Temporal Control (i.e. functional modulations do not extend 56 

to the rest of LPFC; Figure 1D, red arrows). Collectively, these results indicated that the mid LPFC is a 57 

nexus where multiple influences converge to guide context-appropriate action, providing a new 58 

framework upon which to understand how the functional interactions within the LPFC support cognitive 59 

control. 60 

 61 

A central goal of neuroscience is to determine causal associations among stimuli, neural systems, and 62 

behavior as a gateway to specifying predictive models of behavior. While DCM has been demonstrated 63 

to accurately detail functional neural circuitry (Lee et al., 2006; David et al., 2008; Bernal-Casas et al., 64 

2017) modeling causal links among neural regions, it does not specify the causal relationship between 65 

neural interactions and behavior. However, given the complexities of neural interactions, a model of 66 

directed influences is a critical intermediary to determine the link between brain and behavior (Jazayeri 67 

and Afraz, 2017). That is, a model of directed influences affords predictions regarding how perturbations 68 

of specific brain regions affects other regions and ultimately behavior. Within this framework, one can 69 

identify parent and children nodes wherein perturbations of parents affects children, but not vice versa. 70 
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This sort of framework is critical to establish neural hierarchies (Badre et al., 2009; Azuar et al., 2014), 71 

and navigate the complex pathways by which neural activity leads to behavior. 72 

 73 

Here, we apply this logic by using continuous theta-burst transcranial magnetic stimulation (cTBS) to 74 

reversibly reduce cortical excitability (Huang et al., 2005). We apply cTBS to either caudal (superior 75 

frontal sulcus; SFS), mid (ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; VLPFC), or rostral LPFC (lateral frontal pole; 76 

FPl), as well as a control site (primary somatosensory cortex; S1) in a within-subjects counterbalanced 77 

design (Figure 1C). Following the previously estimated DCM, we predicted that 1) cTBS to caudal LPFC 78 

would result in a feature-specific impairment acting generally across cognitive control demands. This 79 

follows from the model prediction that caudal LPFC provides feature inputs to the rest of the LPFC 80 

system. 2) cTBS to mid LPFC would result in a feature-specific impairment during Contextual Control. 81 

This follows from the model prediction that mid LPFC integrates feature information from caudal LPFC 82 

and task information from mid-rostral LPFC to perform Contextual Control. 3) cTBS to rostral LPFC would 83 

result in a feature-general impairment during Temporal Control. This follows from the model prediction 84 

that the rostral LPFC is functionally segregated from other LPFC areas during Temporal Control and that 85 

this region is insensitive to feature information. These patterns of results would provide causal evidence 86 

linking the estimated neural dynamics to their presumed behavioral correlates. 87 

 88 

Figure 1: Task, cTBS targets, and 89 

dynamic causal model. A) The design 90 

orthogonally manipulated factors of 91 

Stimulus Domain (verbal, spatial) and 92 

two forms of cognitive control: 93 

Contextual Control (low – Control, 94 

Delay; high – Restart, Dual) and 95 

Temporal Control (low – Control, 96 

Restart; high – Delay, Dual). These 97 

factors were fully crossed in a 2 x 2 x 98 

2 design. B) The basic task required 99 

participants to judge whether a 100 

stimulus followed the previous 101 

stimulus in a sequence. The sequence 102 

in the verbal task was the order of the 103 

letters in the word “tablet.” The 104 

sequence in the spatial task was a 105 

trace of the points of a star. The start 106 

of each sequence began with a 107 

decision regarding whether the 108 

currently viewed stimulus is the start 109 
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of the sequence (e.g. ‘t’ in the verbal task). Factors were blocked with each block containing a basic task 110 

phase, a sub-task phase, a return trial, and a second basic task phase (not depicted), for all but the 111 

Control blocks. Control blocks consisted only of the basic task phase extended to match the other 112 

conditions in duration. Colored frames indicated whether letters or locations were relevant for the block 113 

(verbal – purple; spatial – orange in this example; verbal condition depicted). The basic task was cued by 114 

square frames. Other frames cued the different sub-task conditions. In the Delay condition (circle 115 

frames), participants held in mind the place in the sequence across a distractor-filled delay. In the 116 

Restart condition (diamond frames), participants started a new sequence. In the Dual condition (cross 117 

frames), participants simultaneously started a new sequence, and maintained the place in the previous 118 

sequence. C) Each sphere represents a stimulus target for an individual. Red – rostral LPFC, green – mid 119 

LPFC, blue – caudal LPFC, black – S1 (control site). D) The dynamic causal model estimated previously 120 

(Nee and D'Esposito, 2016). Colored arrows denote modulations of effective connectivity during 121 

different cognitive control demands (orange – attention to spatial features; purple – attention to verbal 122 

features; green – Contextual Control; red – Temporal Control). Colors of the circles denote univariate 123 

sensitivities to Feature Control (blue), Contextual Control (green), and Temporal Control (red). Lightning 124 

bolts indicate targets for continuous theta-burst transcranial magnetic stimulation (cTBS). cTBS was 125 

predicted to affect behavior for which a given region was responsive, and also behaviors supported by 126 

downstream regions that require processing in upstream targets. Abbreviations: SFS – superior frontal 127 

sulcus; IFJ – inferior frontal junction; cMFG – caudal middle frontal gyrus; VLPFC – ventrolateral 128 

prefrontal cortex; MFG – middle frontal gyrus; FPl – lateral frontal pole. 129 

Results 130 

 131 

Replication of Previous fMRI Results 132 

 133 

Prior to receiving cTBS, all participants underwent an fMRI session using the same task as previously 134 

described (Figure 1A,B; Nee and D'Esposito, 2016) in order to localize individual targets for cTBS (Figure 135 

1C). The new sample offered an opportunity to replicate the previous findings. Each individual 136 

performed a single fMRI session in the present study compared to two sessions in the previous report, 137 

so the effects reported here are expected to have reduced power relative to the original study. 138 

Nevertheless, as depicted in Figure 2 and its supplements, virtually all of the previously reported effects 139 

were replicated (replication statistics reported in Figure captions). As before, a progression of activation 140 

from caudal to rostral LPFC was observed for Feature Control to Contextual Control to Temporal Control 141 

(Figure 2). Sensitivity to stimulus features was present in caudal and mid, but not rostral LPFC consistent 142 

with more abstract processing in rostral LPFC (Figure 2 – figure supplement 1). Caudal LPFC was related 143 

to present, but not future behavior, rostral LPFC showed the inverse pattern, and mid LPFC showed 144 

sensitivity to both present and future behavior, collectively forming a temporal abstraction gradient 145 

(Figure 2 – figure supplement 2). Finally, the effective connectivity parameters estimated by DCM were 146 

similar to the previous report. The major difference from the previously reported DCM results was that 147 
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the pathways linking caudal to mid LPFC were not modulated by attention to stimulus features (i.e. 148 

Stimulus Domain). Instead, the stimulus inputs to caudal LPFC were increased several fold (Figure 2 – 149 

figure supplement 3). Intuitively, these different findings reflect whether an attention-related gain is 150 

realized prior to (input parameter) or after (modulation of caudal to mid LPFC effective connectivity) 151 

feature information arriving at LPFC. Effectively, this leads to the same result – feature information is 152 

propagated through the LPFC via input nodes in feature-specific caudal LPFC during attention to a given 153 

feature. Statistically, these different findings reflect an attentional gain that is sustained (modulation) 154 

versus transient (input). These differences do not affect the predictions of the model with regard to 155 

cTBS since either way, disruption of caudal LPFC is predicted to disrupt feature-specific inputs to the rest 156 

of the LPFC. 157 

 158 

Figure 2: Univariate replication. Top: previously 159 

reported univariate effects. Bottom: univariate 160 

effects in the present study. In both cases, 161 

Temporal Control elicited activation of rostral 162 

LPFC, Contextual Control of mid LPFC, and Feature 163 

Control of caudal LPFC indicating a rostral-caudal 164 

gradient of cognitive control. All results 165 

thresholded at p < 0.001 at the voxel level with 166 

cluster extent providing family-wise error 167 

correction at p < 0.05. 168 

 169 

 170 

Figure 2 – figure supplement 1: Stimulus domain 171 

abstraction replication. Left: previously reported 172 

univariate effects of Stimulus Domain. Right: 173 

Univariate effects of Stimulus Domain in the 174 

present study. The y-axis depicts the contrast of 175 

Stimulus Domain with positive effects indicating 176 

increasing spatial sensitivity and negative effects 177 

indicating increasing verbal sensitivity. Effects of 178 

Stimulus Domain were present in caudal (SFS: 179 

t(23) = 10.50, pcorrected < 10-8;  IFJ: t(23) = -4.73, 180 

pcorrected < 0.001) and mid LPFC (cMFG: t(23) = 181 

3.35, pcorrected < 0.05; VLPFC: t(23) = -3.70; pcorrected 182 

< 0.01), but not rostral LPFC (MFG: t(23) = -0.70, p 183 

> 0.4; FPl: t(23) = -0.87, p > 0.3) consistent with 184 

rostral areas performing abstract cognitive control that does not depend on stimulus features. Statistics 185 
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reflect Bonferroni-corrected tests in the present study. * - pcorrected < 0.05; ** - pcorrected < 0.005; *** - 186 

pcorrected < 0.0005. 187 

 188 

Figure 2 – figure supplement 2: 189 

Temporal activation-behavior 190 

relationship replication. Left: 191 

previously reported partial 192 

correlations between activation and 193 

behavior. Right: Partial correlations 194 

between activation and behavior in 195 

the present study. Current RT 196 

corresponds to sub-task trials while 197 

future RT corresponds to return trials. 198 

RT measures have been normalized 199 

within-subject across the 8 conditions 200 

of interest. A) Voxel-wise regression 201 

of Current and Future RT onto 202 

activations for the 8 conditions of 203 

interest across subjects. Individual 204 

subject terms have been regressed 205 

out. Red: significant correlations with 206 

Future RT only; Blue: significant 207 

correlations with Current RT only; 208 

Green: both. B) Average partial 209 

correlation between activation and RT 210 

for the 8 conditions of interest 211 

computed separately for each subject 212 

(summary-statistic approach). C) 213 

Partial correlations between 214 

activation and RT for the 8 conditions of interest for all subjects. Individual subject terms have been 215 

regressed out. Red: rostral LPFC; Green: mid LPFC; Blue: caudal LPFC. In all cases, caudal LPFC was 216 

sensitive to Current (summary statistic approach: t(23) = 8.70, pcorrected < 10-7; full partial correlation: r = 217 

0.59, pcorrected < 10-15), but not Future RT (summary statistic approach: t(23) = 0.74, p > 0.4; full partial 218 

correlation: r = 0.15, pcorrected > 0.3), rostral LPFC was sensitive to Future (summary statistic approach: 219 

t(23) = 4.29, pcorrected < 0.005; full partial correlation: r = 0.35, pcorrected < 0.0001), but not Current RT 220 

(summary statistic approach: t(23) = t(23) = -1.29, p > 0.2; full partial correlation: r = -0.04, p > 0.6), and 221 

mid LPFC was sensitive to both Current (summary statistic approach: t(23) = 5.36, pcorrected < 0.0005; full 222 

partial correlation: 0.47, pcorrected < 10-9) and Future RT (summary statistic approach: t(23) = 3.48, pcorrected 223 

< 0.05; full partial correlation: r = 0.29, p < 0.001). Collectively, these results indicate a temporal 224 
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abstraction gradient. Statistics reflect Bonferroni-corrected tests in the present study. * - pcorrected < 0.05; 225 

** - pcorrected < 0.005; *** - pcorrected < 0.0005. 226 

 227 

 228 

Figure 2 – figure supplement 3: LPFC dynamic causal model replication. Left: parameter estimates for 229 

the best model indicated by random effects Bayesian model selection previously. Right: parameter 230 

estimates for the same model in the present data. Arrows indicate direction of influence, numbers and 231 

line widths indicate the strength of influence, and dashed arrows indicated inhibitory influences. A) 232 

Fixed connectivity and inputs depicted in black. B) Modulations of connectivity by Spatial Stimulus 233 

Domain (orange), Verbal Stimulus Domain (purple), Contextual Control (green), and Temporal Control 234 

(red) demands depicted in colors. All depicted parameters are significant after correction using false-235 

discovery rate with the exception of the italicized modulation of connectivity between FPl and MFG in 236 

the replication sample which just missed significance (q = 0.057). 237 

 238 

As before, additional analyses on the effective connectivity parameters estimated by DCM were 239 

performed to examine hierarchical control and its relationship to higher-level cognitive ability as 240 

indexed by a combination of short-term/working memory capacity and fluid intelligence (see Nee and 241 

D'Esposito, 2016 for complete details). Replicating the previous results, hierarchical strength, as 242 

measured by greater efferent relative to afferent fixed connectivity, peaked in mid-rostral LPFC and was 243 
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low in FPl, the rostral-most area, suggestive that the rostral-most LPFC is not the apex of the hierarchy 244 

(Figure 2 – figure supplement 4).  Once again, individuals varied in the strength of bottom-up versus top-245 

down modulations as a function of cognitive control with a tradeoff between the two reflected in a 246 

negative correlation between these parameters (Figure 2 – figure supplement 5A). However, whereas 247 

we had previously reported that individual differences in top-down modulations as a function of 248 

cognitive control (Figure 2 – figure supplement 5B), and hierarchical strength in fixed connectivity  249 

(Figure 2 – figure supplement 5D) were both positively related to individual differences in trait-250 

measured higher-level cognitive ability, this relationship was not evident in the present sample. While a 251 

null effect might be expected given the reduced power in the present sample relative to the previous 252 

one, the trends that were evident were opposite in sign to those observed previously. As reported in 253 

more detail below, the positive relationship between DCM parameters and trait-measured higher-level 254 

cognitive ability were also not replicated in the revised DCM. Given that nearly all of the other effects 255 

replicated, this particular lack of replication may indicate that our previous result was a false positive.  256 

 257 

Figure 2 – figure supplement 4: Hierarchical fixed 258 

dependencies replication. Based on fixed 259 

connectivity of the dynamic causal model, 260 

hierarchical strength was calculated as the 261 

difference between outward and inward 262 

projections along the rostral/caudal axis with 263 

relatively greater outward connectivity indicating 264 

more hierarchical strength. Left: previous data. 265 

Right: present data. A parabolic function fitting 266 

the relationship between rostral/caudal position (y-coordinate in MNI space) and hierarchical strength 267 

indicated a positive vertex across individuals (t(23) = 3.95, p < 0.001) positioned at mid LPFC (mean y-268 

coordinate 27.5). ** - pcorrected < 0.005; *** - pcorrected < 0.0005. 269 

 270 
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Figure 2 – figure supplement 5: LPFC dynamics 271 

and higher-level cognitive ability replication 272 

failure. Neural metrics were based on modeled 273 

estimates of effective connectivity and their 274 

modulations. Metrics reflecting top-down LPFC 275 

modulations by cognitive control demands (top-276 

down strength), and metrics reflecting bottom-up 277 

LPFC modulations by Stimulus Domain demands 278 

(bottom-up strength) were combined, 279 

respectively using principle components analysis. 280 

Left: previous data. Right: present data. A) Top-281 

down and bottom-up strength were anti-282 

correlated. B) Top-down strength predicted trait-283 

measured higher-level cognitive capacity in the 284 

previous sample, but this pattern was non-285 

significantly reversed in the present sample. Red 286 

indicates an outlier whose cognitive capacity was 287 

more than 2.5 standard deviations from the 288 

mean. With outlier included r = -0.33, p > 0.1; 289 

excluded r = -0.27, p > 0.2. C) Bottom-up strength 290 

did not correlate with higher-level cognitive 291 

capacity in either sample. D) Hierarchical strength 292 

reflected the degree to which mid LPFC showed 293 

greater outward than inward fixed connectivity. 294 

This metric was also positively related to higher-295 

level cognitive capacity previously, but negatively 296 

in the present sample with an outlier included (r = 297 

-0.43, p < 0.05), but not with the outlier excluded 298 

(r = -0.23, p > 0.25). * - p < 0.05; ** - p < 0.005. 299 

 300 

 301 

 302 

 303 

 304 

 305 

 306 
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Behavioral Results and Effects of cTBS 307 

 308 

To examine replication of the previously reported behavioral effects of cognitive control demands, 309 

separate 2 x 2 x 2 ANOVAs on error-rate (ER), and reaction times (RT) on correct trials were performed 310 

for data collected during the fMRI session during the sub-task phase (Figure 3). As before, these analyses 311 

revealed significant effects of cognitive control demands with main effects of Temporal Control (ER: 312 

F(1,23) = 6.04, p < 0.05; RT: F(1,23) = 11.34, p < 0.005), Contextual Control (ER: F(1,23) = 60.30, p < 10-7; 313 

RT: F(1,23) = 149.48, p < 10-10), and their interaction (ER: F(1,23) = 6.92, p < 0.05; RT: F(1,23) = 105.30, p 314 

< 10-9). While no main effect of Stimulus Domain was observed previously, in the present sample there 315 

was a main effect of Stimulus Domain in RT (F(1,23) = 4.28, p < 0.05) but not ER (F(1,23) = 2.33, p > 0.1). 316 

Participants performed better on the spatial task relative to the verbal task, an effect which was larger 317 

with increased practice as is evident by an increase in the effect size during the cTBS sessions as 318 

reported below. Once again, there were no interactions between Stimulus Domain and cognitive control 319 

demands (ER and RT all p > 0.25), although this also changed with practice as detailed below. 320 

 321 

Next, we examined effects of cTBS on behavior. Given that the hypotheses are borne out of interactions 322 

that can be difficult to visualize, we depict contrasts that address model predictions in Figure 3. The full 323 

uncontrasted data are depicted in Figure 3 – figure supplement 1. 324 

 325 

First, the model predicts that cTBS to caudal LPFC would result in a feature-specific impairment given 326 

that caudal LPFC provides feature inputs to the rest of the LPFC. In this case, we targeted the caudal 327 

superior frontal sulcus (SFS), roughly corresponding to the frontal eye-fields, that was modeled as the 328 

source of spatial feature inputs. In this case, we expected diminished spatial relative to verbal task 329 

performance to result from cTBS to SFS. To test this prediction, we examined how the effect of Stimulus 330 

Domain was modulated by cTBS Target. A 2 x 4 ANOVA with factors of Stimulus Domain (verbal, spatial) 331 

and Target (FPl, VLPFC, SFS, S1) revealed a significant main effect of Stimulus Domain in ER and RT (ER: 332 

F(1,22) = 13.75, p < 0.005; RT: F(1,22) = 24.43, p < 0.005), but no main effects of Target nor interactions 333 

between Target and Stimulus Domain (ER and RT all p > 0.3). However, a planned contrast comparing 334 

cTBS to SFS and S1 revealed a significant Stimulus Domain x Target interaction in ER (F(1,22) = 3.13, p < 335 

0.05, one-tailed; Figure 3A), but not RT (F(1,22) < 1). While participants generally performed better on 336 

the spatial relative to verbal task after cTBS (FPl: t(22) = 3.67, p < 0.005; VLPFC: t(22) = 2.43, p < 0.05; S1: 337 

t(22) = 3.04, p < 0.01), this was not the case following cTBS to SFS (t(22) = 1.41, p > 0.15). Hence, cTBS to 338 

SFS resulted in a specific impairment in spatial task performance in line with model predictions. 339 

 340 

Second, the model predicts that cTBS to mid LPFC would result in a feature-specific impairment in 341 

Contextual Control given that Contextual Control requires integration of bottom-up feature information 342 

(from caudal LPFC) and top-down task information (from mid-rostral LPFC). In this case, we targeted the 343 
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ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC), which was sensitive to Contextual Control for verbal 344 

information. Correspondingly, we expected diminished verbal relative to spatial Contextual Control 345 

performance to result from cTBS to VLPFC. To test this prediction, we examined whether the Stimulus 346 

Domain x Contextual Control interaction was modulated by cTBS Target. A 2 x 2 x 4 ANOVA with factors 347 

of Stimulus Domain, Contextual Control, and Target revealed main effects of Stimulus Domain (ER: 348 

F(1,22) = 6.83, p < 0.05; RT: F(1,22) = 23.14, p < 0.0005) and Contextual Control (ER: F(1,22) = 135.22, p < 349 

10-9; RT: F(1,22) = 213.97, p < 10-11), as well as a Stimulus Domain x Contextual Control interaction in RT 350 

(F(1,22) = 17.30, p < 0.0005). The interaction was driven by reduced costs associated with Contextual 351 

Control for the spatial relative to verbal task. No main effect of Target nor interactions with Target were 352 

observed (ER and RT all p > 0.1). However, a planned contrast comparing cTBS to VLPFC and S1 revealed 353 

a significant Stimulus Domain x Contextual Control x Target interaction in RT (F(1,21) = 4.72, p < 0.05; 354 

Figure 3B), but not ER (F(1,21) = 2.51, p > 0.1). This interaction was driven by increased Contextual 355 

Control costs for the verbal relative to spatial task following cTBS to VLPFC. Furthermore, this same 356 

interaction was observed when comparing cTBS to VLPFC with the other LPFC sites (VLPFC vs. FPl: 357 

F(1,22) = 4.51, p < 0.05; VLPFC vs. SFS: F(1,22) = 5.87, p < 0.05). Thus, cTBS to VLPFC resulted in a 358 

feature-specific, control-specific impairment consistent with predictions of the model. 359 

 360 

Finally, we examined the impact of cTBS on the rostral LPFC by targeting FPl. According to the model, 361 

effective connectivity from the FPl to mid LPFC is reduced during Contextual Control. In the previous 362 

report, we suggested that this negative modulation effectively nullifies positive associations between 363 

the FPl and mid LPFC in fixed connectivity, thereby serving to segregate the FPl from the rest of the 364 

LPFC. If so, cTBS to FPl would not be expected to have an effect on Contextual Control since cTBS is 365 

expected to perform a similar segregating function by way of reducing FPI cortical excitability. Another 366 

possibility is that the negative modulation reflects top-down inhibition from FPl to mid LPFC which may 367 

serve to prioritize which contextual information is appropriate at which time. In this case, cTBS to FPl 368 

would be expected to affect Contextual Control since reducing FPI cortical excitability would, in turn, 369 

reduce the top-down bias it transmits. Either way, an effect on Temporal Control was anticipated given 370 

the region’s sensitivity to Temporal Control. To test these predictions, we performed a 2 x 2 x 4 ANOVA 371 

with factors of Contextual Control, Temporal Control, and Target. This analysis revealed a main effect of 372 

Contextual Control (reported above), but no main effects of Temporal Control or Target (ER and RT, all p 373 

> 0.05). Temporal Control and Contextual Control interacted (ER: F(1,21) = 31.26, p < 0.0001; RT: F(1,21) 374 

= 133.69, p < 10-9). While there were no significant 2- or 3-way interactions with Target, the Temporal 375 

Control x Target interaction approached significance in ER (F(1,21) = 2.47, p = 0.07). Planned contrasts 376 

comparing cTBS to FPl and S1 revealed a significant Temporal Control x Target interaction in ER (F(1,21) 377 

= 4.55, p < 0.05; Figure 3C), but not RT (F(1,21) = 1.13, p > 0.3), and no interactions between Contextual 378 

Control x Target either alone (Figure 3D) or with Temporal Control (ER and RT, all p > 0.1). Hence, these 379 

data indicate that the FPl is causally related to Temporal Control, but do not provide evidence that cTBS 380 

to FPl affects Contextual Control. 381 

 382 
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Collectively, the analyses above suggest that caudal, mid, and rostral LPFC support separable cognitive 383 

control processes, the nature of which is predicted by a model of LPFC dynamics. To further corroborate 384 

these associations, we performed a 4 x 3 ANOVA with factors of Target and Contrast using the three 385 

contrasts reported above that were predicted to demonstrate dissociative effects (Stimulus Domain, 386 

Stimulus Domain x Contextual Control, Temporal Control). This analysis confirmed a significant 387 

interaction (F(6,126) = 2.93, p < 0.05). A similar analysis extended to include the Contextual Control 388 

contrast was also significant (F(9,189) = 2.13, p < 0.05). Although we cannot conclude a triple 389 

dissociation since not all pairwise differences were significant for each measure, this result adds 390 

credence to associations of each region to its corresponding model-predicted effect. 391 

 392 

Figure 3: Behavioral effects following cTBS. In all bars, performance following cTBS to the control target 393 

(S1) has been subtracted out such that the y-axis indicates a behavioral impairment relative to control 394 

stimulation. The x-axis indicates the stimulation target (rostral – rostral LPFC/FPl; mid – mid LPFC/VLPFC; 395 

caudal – caudal LPFC/SFS). A) Impairments in Spatial Stimulus Domain relative to Verbal Stimulus 396 

Domain in error-rate (ER). B) The interaction between Stimulus Domain x Contextual Control in reaction 397 

time (RT) contrasted such that relative verbal impairments are positive (i.e. greater verbal Contextual 398 

Control cost relative to spatial Contextual Control cost). C) Impairments in the main effect of Temporal 399 

Control in ER. D) Impairments in the main effect of Contextual Control in ER. 400 

 401 

Upon depicting the results of the analysis above, an unanticipated finding emerged: cTBS to SFS also had 402 

a negative effect on Temporal Control. A post-hoc 2 x 2 x 2 ANOVA examining effects of Contextual 403 

Control, Temporal Control, and Target comparing SFS to S1 revealed a similar pattern to that observed 404 

with cTBS to FPl: a significant Temporal Control x Target interaction in ER (F(1,21) = 8.99, p < 0.01), but 405 

not RT (F(1,21) < 1), and no interactions between Contextual Control x Target either alone or with 406 

Temporal Control (ER and RT, all p > 0.2). This result was not predicted by the model and no such effects 407 

were observed comparing cTBS to VLPFC with S1 (all interactions with Target p > 0.1). However, it is 408 

important to note that using DCM requires 2 steps: first is a model comparison step wherein plausible 409 

models of neural dynamics are compared; and second are inferences on the parameters of the best 410 
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model of the data. Given that SFS did not exhibit a positive univariate effect of Temporal Control in our 411 

original study, we did not include SFS modulations as a function of Temporal Control in our original 412 

model. However, taking the previously estimated model as a starting point, the SFS could potentially 413 

influence Temporal Control through interactions with the mid-rostral LPFC (MFG) or FPl. Thus, a 414 

behavioral impairment on Temporal Control following cTBS to SFS could be observed if SFS positively 415 

modulates MFG or FPl to facilitate Temporal Control. 416 

 417 

Figure 3 – figure supplement 1: Full behavioral data. All of the behavioral data are depicted without 418 

contrasts. 419 

 420 

Network Dynamics Revisited 421 

 422 

To examine whether the observed impact of SFS on Temporal Control could be due to a previously 423 

unappreciated modulation of SFS on rostral LPFC, we initially compared the model we described 424 
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previously (Figure 1; Figure 2 – figure supplement 3), to models in which the SFS modulates processing 425 

in either the MFG or FPl during Temporal Control. This initial comparison revealed that models 426 

containing SFS-MFG connectivity and modulations were a substantially better match to the data (family 427 

model exceedance probability 0.9992). We then proceeded to thoroughly explore the model space 428 

assuming fixed connectivity between the SFS and MFG, and varying the pathways by which modulations 429 

of connectivity supported cognitive control. 430 

 431 

Group-level Bayesian model comparison adjudicated between models of effective connectivity within 432 

the LPFC (Stephan et al., 2009) (see Methods for full details of the procedure). Significant parameter 433 

estimates resulting from the revised best model are depicted in Figure 4 for both the previously 434 

described data (Figure 4 – figure supplement 1A), the present data (Figure 4 – figure supplement 1B), 435 

and the data considered jointly (Figure 4). The major difference from the original model is that the 436 

feedback modulation from FPl to MFG as a function of Temporal Control has been replaced by a 437 

feedforward modulation from SFS to MFG. There is also evidence of a correspondingly negative 438 

feedback modulation from MFG to SFS. In this model, disruption of SFS by cTBS would be predicted to 439 

impair Temporal Control by disrupting feedforward influences from SFS to MFG. This modulation was 440 

not necessitated by the model comparison or estimation procedures. Models containing no feedforward 441 

modulation from SFS to MFG were directly compared to models containing this influence in several 442 

steps of the model space exploration. Furthermore, the model comparison procedure only posits what 443 

modulations might exist, not the sign or strength of the modulation. Hence, even within models 444 

containing the feedforward influence from SFS to MFG, the modulation could have been negative rather 445 

than positive (or even non-significant). That the best model of the data contained this positive 446 

modulation from SFS to MFG is therefore in striking agreement with the behavioral effects of cTBS, 447 

demonstrating the utility of combining models of regional dynamics with neural perturbations (Jazayeri 448 

and Afraz, 2017). 449 

 450 

 451 

 452 

 453 

 454 

 455 

 456 

 457 
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Figure 4: Revised LPFC dynamic causal model. 458 

Bayesian model selection indicated that the 459 

depicted model was the best model of the 460 

dynamics among the models tested. Arrows 461 

indicate direction of influence, numbers and line 462 

widths indicate the strength of influence, and 463 

dashed arrows indicated inhibitory influences. 464 

Parameter estimates have been averaged across 465 

the previous and present samples. A) Fixed 466 

connectivity and inputs depicted in black. B) 467 

Modulations of connectivity by Contextual 468 

Control (green), and Temporal Control (red) 469 

demands depicted in colors. All depicted 470 

parameters are significant after correction using 471 

false-discovery rate. 472 

 473 

 474 

 475 

 476 
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Figure 4 – figure supplement 1: Revised LPFC dynamic causal model. Left: Original study data. Right: 477 

Current study data. 478 

 479 

Finally, as in our original study, we examined measures of hierarchical strength and the relationship 480 

between model parameters and trait-measured higher-level cognitive ability. In the new model, effects 481 

of hierarchical strength remained highest in mid LPFC (both samples combined, positive peak of fitted 482 

vertex t(47) = 11.63, p < 10-14; mean position of vertex y = 21.7 in MNI space; Figure 4 – figure 483 

supplement 2). However, no relationship was observed between model parameters and trait-measured 484 

higher-level cognitive ability (both samples combined, hierarchical strength: r = -0.12, p > 0.4; top-down 485 

strength: r = 0.18, p > 0.2; bottom-up strength: r = 0.10, p > 0.4). While these data cast doubts on 486 

whether the model parameters can predict trait-measured cognitive ability, the good agreement 487 

between the effects of cTBS on behavior and the model predictions add validity to the model’s 488 

relationship to behavioral manifestations of cognitive control. 489 

 490 

 491 

 492 

Figure 4 – figure supplement 2: Revised 493 

hierarchical fixed dependencies. Hierarchical 494 

strength is detailed averaged across the previous 495 

and present samples. Details are otherwise 496 

identical to Figure 2 – figure supplement 4. 497 

 498 

 499 

 500 

Discussion 501 

 502 

We used cTBS to test the causal relationship between a neural model of LPFC dynamics supporting 503 

cognitive control and behavioral manifestations of these control processes. In line with the model’s 504 

predictions, cTBS to caudal LPFC disrupted stimulus feature processing, cTBS to mid LPFC disrupted 505 

responding to a stimulus feature based on prevailing contextual contingencies (Contextual Control), and 506 

cTBS to rostral LPFC disrupted the ability to balance ongoing and future demands (Temporal Control). 507 

Unexpectedly, cTBS to caudal LPFC also disrupted Temporal Control. This result could not be 508 

accommodated by our previously modeled connectivity dynamics (Nee and D'Esposito, 2016). However, 509 

a revised model that included a modulation from caudal LPFC to mid-rostral LPFC provided a better fit to 510 
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the neural data and a ready explanation for the observed impairment. Collectively, these results 511 

demonstrate the mutually informative nature of models of neural dynamics and causal brain-behavior 512 

tests, and reveal how the LPFC supports cognitive control. 513 

 514 

cTBS is presumed to reduce cortical excitability (Huang et al., 2005) providing the ability to modulate 515 

behaviors for which neural activity of a stimulated region is critical. It is commonly assumed that 516 

applying cTBS to regions that show increased activity during a particular behavior will disrupt that 517 

behavior insofar as that area is necessary. With this logic in mind, it may be surprising to find that cTBS 518 

to caudal LPFC impacted Temporal Control since this area show decreased rather than increased activity 519 

during Temporal Control (previous/present sample: F(1,23) = 14.62/6.77, p’s < 0.05). cTBS presumably 520 

decreased activity in this region further, which is inconsistent with a simple mapping between univariate 521 

activity and behavior (i.e. further decreasing activity may have predicted a behavioral improvement). 522 

Moreover, the VLPFC showed increased activation during Contextual Control (previous/present sample: 523 

F(1,23) = 43.65/126.82, p’s < 10-5), and verbal processing (previous/present sample: F(1,23) = 524 

25.8/16.05, p’s < 0.001), but not their interaction (previous/present sample: F(1,23) = 3.29/3.32, p’s > 525 

0.05). Yet, cTBS to this region specifically impaired the interaction among these processes. That 526 

behavioral impairments following cTBS do not necessarily track simple regional increases/decreases in 527 

activity underscores the need to inform predictions of neural perturbation by models of neural 528 

dynamics. 529 

 530 

Causal methods provide strong tests of hierarchical relationships. The logic of this approach can be 531 

understood by visualizing hierarchy as a pyramid – perturbation of the lowest levels of the hierarchy 532 

affect all levels above, while perturbation of the top level of the hierarchy does not disrupt the lower 533 

levels. The underlying neural mechanism of this hierarchical organization can be understood by the flow 534 

of information within hierarchical networks. Both transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and lesion 535 

data have been used to examine the organization of the LPFC and hierarchical dependencies with 536 

varying results. Badre et al (2009) found that damage to caudal LPFC impaired the ability to base 537 

responses on color-feature associations (concrete, lower level deficit), while damage to mid LPFC 538 

impaired the ability to base responses on color-feature dimension associations (abstract, higher level 539 

deficit). These deficits were alternately described as hierarchical (higher level deficits were more likely 540 

to occur when lower level deficits were present), and independent (cross-over interaction between 541 

feature-caudal LPFC and dimension-mid LPFC deficits). It is unclear how to reconcile this dependence in 542 

behavioral levels, but independence among brain regions. One possible resolution is that a third region 543 

is necessary for the functions of both caudal and mid-LPFC that, when damaged, produced both lower 544 

and higher level deficits. Such a region could either provide feature inputs to caudal and mid-LPFC (e.g. 545 

SFS), or produce outputs that are informed by the processing/representations in caudal and mid-LPFC 546 

(e.g. premotor cortex). In the latter case, the predicted dynamics would be top-down modulations from 547 

caudal and mid-LPFC to premotor cortex during their respective forms of control, but not between one 548 

another. Such matters may have been difficult to resolve in the examined patient sample (11 patients). 549 

Resolving functional (in)dependence can also be difficult in brain-damaged patients whose lesions do 550 

not respect functional boundaries. Nevertheless, a model of neural dynamics on the studied task (Badre 551 

and D'Esposito, 2007) may help to inform these issues. 552 
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 553 

Rahnev et al (2016) and Bahlmann et al (2015) applied TMS to different frontal sites along the rostral-554 

caudal axis and reported dissociable effects of stimulation, but no hierarchical dependencies. In both of 555 

these cases, lesions/stimulation were guided by examination of regional neural activity (i.e. univariate 556 

effects) rather than by models of neural dynamics among regions. These data suggest that under certain 557 

circumstances, frontal areas independently contribute to behavior. By contrast in a study of brain-558 

damaged patients, Azuar et al (2014) reported hierarchical dependencies along the rostral-caudal axis in 559 

a task containing three levels of control: color-response mapping (low), color-task-response mapping 560 

(mid), episode-color-task-response mapping (high). In particular, patients with lesions to caudal LPFC 561 

were impaired at all forms of cognitive control, patients with lesions to mid LPFC were impaired at mid 562 

and high levels of control, while patients with lesions to rostral LPFC were impaired only at high levels of 563 

control. These data are consistent with a model of neural dynamics indicating a rostral-to-caudal 564 

cascade of activity whereby progressively rostral areas influence caudal areas as the level of cognitive 565 

control demands increases (Koechlin et al., 2003; Kouneiher et al., 2009). Collectively, these results 566 

indicate that whether or not hierarchical dependencies exist depends critically upon task-elicited 567 

regional interdependencies. 568 

 569 

Our original report challenged prevailing accounts positing that the rostral LPFC (i.e. FPl) is the apex of 570 

the LPFC hierarchy. By definition, a higher place in a hierarchy entails greater influence over that which 571 

is lower than vice versa (Badre and D'Esposito, 2009). Previously, we found that mid areas of the LPFC 572 

showed the presumed signature of a hierarchical apex – greater outward than inward influence in fixed 573 

connectivity. This connectivity pattern was also observed in the present dataset, and in the revised 574 

model in both datasets. Furthermore, we previously observed that modulations of connectivity 575 

dynamics indicated that during cognitive control, activity converges towards mid LPFC. This result was 576 

also observed in the revised model, although some of the pathways by which information flows through 577 

the network have been altered. Nevertheless, it is clear that activity diverges (fixed connectivity) and 578 

converges (connectivity modulations) to/from the mid LPFC in the modeled neural dynamics. 579 

Collectively, these data corroborate the hypothesis we posited previously that the mid LPFC is a critical 580 

nexus for cognitive control. However, as indicated above, the criticality of a given region for cognitive 581 

control is task/demand dependent. Another test for the idea that the mid LPFC is a nexus would be to 582 

demonstrate the diversity of demands under which it is critical (Bertolero et al., 2015), indicating 583 

particular behaviors for which the mid LPFC is a dynamic hub (Osada et al., 2015). Examining the range 584 

of tasks affected by perturbation of different LPFC areas is a promising avenue to further examine the 585 

importance of different frontal regions for cognitive control more broadly. 586 

 587 

While the significant effects observed in the present study were by-and-large predicted by a model of 588 

LPFC dynamics, the effects were generally limited by task accuracies that were near ceiling (average 589 

performance across the task ~95%). Since error trials are typically considered separately in fMRI data, 590 

we included extensive practice to ensure that participants could perform the task with maximizing 591 

power for the fMRI data in mind. However, that many of the behavior modulations resulting from cTBS 592 

would be borne out in errors was not anticipated. A more suitable procedure may have been to titrate 593 

the task to individual performance levels, potentially by requiring adaptively speeded responses to keep 594 
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performance from ceiling. Given these ceiling effects, it is difficult to interpret null effects in the cTBS 595 

data even though null effects are also important for validating the model. Future explorations using 596 

these methods would do well to keep these considerations in mind. 597 

 598 

Materials and Methods 599 

 600 

Many of the materials and methods are identical to our previous report (Nee and D'Esposito, 2016). We 601 

present abbreviated details here, highlighting differences, as well as the cTBS procedures. 602 

Participants 603 

 604 

We report results from 24 (15 female) right-handed native English speakers (mean age 20.5 years, range 605 

18-27). Informed consent was obtained in accordance with the Committee for Protection of Human 606 

Subjects at the University of California, Berkeley. 607 

 608 

The targeted number of participants was based upon previous work. A sample size of 24 participants 609 

was acquired to match to our previous study, which was well-powered to examine fMRI effects. We also 610 

considered the efficacy of cTBS. A previous study including a subset of the authors used a similar cTBS 611 

design with a smaller sample size of 17 (Rahnev et al., 2016) suggesting that our target sample would 612 

likely be adequate. Also, a sample size of 24 offered the ability to perfectly counter-balance the order of 613 

cTBS stimulation targets. All 24 participants are included for the fMRI analyses. In one participant, the 614 

control site (S1) was mistargeted, resulting in stimulation of an area that was active for the task 615 

(superior parietal lobule). The cTBS data from this participant is excluded. Another participant appeared 616 

to misunderstand the instructions for the Restart condition, demonstrating below chance accuracy on 617 

return trials. This participant was excluded for all cTBS analyses that included cognitive control 618 

demands, but was included in the analysis of Stimulus Domain with trials from the Restart condition 619 

excluded. Inclusion of these data was deemed appropriate over outright exclusion given that the 620 

analysis of Stimulus Domain was orthogonal to the cognitive control demands, and given the costs in 621 

data acquisition. These exclusions resulted in 23 participants for cTBS analyses focused solely on 622 

Stimulus Domain, and 22 participants for the remainder of the cTBS analyses. 623 

 624 

Three participants performed the fMRI session but were excluded from cTBS sessions. For two 625 

participants, functional mapping revealed right-lateralized language processing despite self-reported 626 

right-handedness. Another participant was excluded due to an incidental finding. Three participants did 627 

not complete all of the cTBS sessions and were therefore excluded from analyses. Two of these 628 

participants experienced transient discomfort during stimulation of the rostral LPFC target, which 629 

mandated aborting that session and subsequent sessions. One participant withdrew from the study 630 
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after the first cTBS session. These data were excluded from all analyses. Additionally, due to a technical 631 

error, the final 2 runs of data were not collected for one session for one participant. 632 

 633 

Procedure 634 

 635 

The task design was a factorial 2 x 2 x 2, with factors of Stimulus Domain (verbal, spatial), Contextual 636 

Control (high, low), and Temporal Control (high, low). The procedure was nearly identical to our previous 637 

report and details can be found there (Nee and D'Esposito, 2016). Here we report differences in the 638 

procedure. 639 

 640 

Whereas previously, participants performed 2 fMRI sessions, only a single fMRI session was performed 641 

here. The number of trials of the basic task at the beginning of each block was reduced from 2-5 trials to 642 

2-3 trials, which helped to improve trial yield for trials-of-interest in the cTBS sessions. Otherwise, the 643 

fMRI session was identical to the previously described procedure. 644 

 645 

Timing details were mistakenly omitted in our previous report. For fMRI sessions, stimuli were 646 

presented for 500 ms followed by a variable inter-trial interval (ITI) of 2600-3400 ms. Feedback 647 

indicating the number of correct trials in the block out of the total number of trials in the block was 648 

presented for 500 ms at the end of the block. Blocks were spaced by a variable 2600-3400 ms interval. 649 

Self-paced breaks were administered in-between runs. For cTBS sessions, the ITI was reduced to 1500-650 

1900 ms, and the interval between blocks was reduced to 1100-1900 ms in order to improve trial yield. 651 

Breaks between runs were fixed at 30 s. With these timing reductions, 8 runs were administered 652 

resulting in 16 blocks for each cell of the design. It has been reported that reduced cortical excitability 653 

following cTBS begins approximately 5 minutes post-stimulation and lasts until approximately 60 654 

minutes post-stimulation (Huang et al., 2005). Our timing procedures closely matched this window. A 655 

practice run of the task that was half the duration of the experimental runs immediately followed cTBS. 656 

As a result, experimental runs began approximately 5 minutes post-stimulation. A preliminary cursory 657 

inspection of time effects (indexed by run within session) revealed no appreciable patterns, so effects of 658 

time were not further explored. 659 

 660 

Participants performed six sessions scheduled as follows: participants first completed a behavioral 661 

session wherein they were introduced to the task and given extensive practice as previously described. 662 

Assays of higher-level cognitive ability were also collected as previously described. The fMRI session 663 

followed on a separate day, within 10 days of the behavioral session (1 participant was scanned 17 days 664 

after the behavioral session due to a scheduling issue). The first cTBS session followed the fMRI session 665 

within 10 days (12 days for one participant with a scheduling issue). All cTBS sessions were spaced by 666 

one week with each session beginning at the same time of day for a given individual. The order of 667 

stimulation targets was fully counterbalanced and randomized across participants. 668 
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 669 

fMRI Analysis 670 

 671 

Analysis of the fMRI data was virtually identical to the methods previously described (Nee and 672 

D'Esposito, 2016). Regions-of-interest (ROI) analyses were centered on peak coordinates of our previous 673 

report. The one exception to this was for the caudal middle frontal gyrus (cMFG) which was centered on 674 

peak activation for Contextual Control in the present sample (-26 14 52) to accommodate individual 675 

variability in slice prescription that left out the previous peak (-34 10 60) in some participants. ROIs were 676 

used to explore abstraction effects both by analysis of Stimulus Domain and by correlations with 677 

behavior, as previously described. 678 

 679 

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation Procedures 680 

 681 

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) was delivered using a MagStim Super Rapid2 stimulator 682 

equipped with a figure-eight double air film coil with a 70 mm diameter. Electromyography (EMG) was 683 

recorded using electrodes place on the first dorsal interosseus (FDI) muscle on the right hand using a 684 

Delsys Bagnoli system (Delsys Inc.). Individual active motor threshold (AMT) was determined 685 

immediately before each session of cTBS. First, a “hunting procedure” was used to determine the scalp 686 

location in the left hemisphere producing the maximal contralateral hand twitch at the minimal 687 

stimulation intensity. Next, the participant maintained voluntary contraction of the FDI muscle at ~20% 688 

of maximum contraction. AMT was determined as the minimal stimulation intensity needed to produce 689 

a transient cessation of EMG activity in 5 out of 10 pulses. Across sessions and participants, the average 690 

AMT was 48% of the stimulator output. 691 

 692 

cTBS was delivered in a standard manner as described by (Huang et al., 2005). Bursts of three pulses at 693 

50 Hz were delivered every 5 Hz for a total of 600 pulses over 40 s. Stimulation intensity was delivered at 694 

80% of the individual’s AMT. During all TMS procedures, participants were continually monitored and 695 

verbally queried for signs of pain, dizziness, or other adverse effects. Just prior to the start of cTBS, a 696 

single test pulse was delivered to the target site at the same intensity of cTBS. The test pulse was used 697 

to help the participant determine whether stimulation of the target would be painful. As reported 698 

above, two participants found stimulation of rostral LPFC painful during this test and were excluded 699 

from further participation. No adverse effects were reported in the sample used for analysis. 700 

 701 

cTBS Targets 702 

 703 

cTBS targets were defined based upon individual activation maxima (LPFC) or anatomy (S1). We 704 

restricted targets to the left hemisphere. LPFC targets were chosen to dissociably stimulate caudal, mid, 705 

and rostral LPFC. As reported previously, both dorsal and ventral peaks exist along the rostral-caudal 706 
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axis of the LPFC. The choice of which target to stimulate for each rostral/caudal sector was motivated by 707 

the desire to maximize the distance between targets. Furthermore, given that the ventral caudal LPFC 708 

area (i.e inferior frontal junction; IFJ) was distanced from the scalp surface (mean MNI peak -38 6 26 709 

previously), the dorsal caudal LPFC was selected as a more suitable target. This lead to targeting the 710 

ventral mid LPFC and FPl rostrally. 711 

 712 

The caudal LPFC target was chosen as the maximal activation for the Stimulus Domain contrast whose 713 

sign was dictated by the contrast of Spatial Stimulus Domain > Verbal Stimulus Domain (mean MNI 714 

location: -23.9 -0.6 55.6). Previously, it was found that the mid LPFC shows univariate sensitivity to both 715 

Stimulus Domain and Contextual Control, but not their interaction. As can be observed in the whole-716 

brain univariate maps (e.g. Figure 2), the Contextual Control contrast elicits activation along much of the 717 

rostral-caudal axis of the LPFC potentially rendering identification of the appropriate stimulation target 718 

difficult on an individual basis. We thus chose to use the Stimulus Domain contrast to define the mid 719 

LPFC target since this contrast produced more confined activations that were anticipated to reduce 720 

variability in target location across participants. In this case, areas were defined as those showing 721 

greater activity for the Verbal Stimulus Domain > Spatial Stimulus Domain. The ventral mid LPFC area 722 

previously described extended from the inferior frontal sulcus (IFS) into the inferior frontal gyrus 723 

ventrally, and middle frontal gyrus dorsally. To maintain consistency, we chose targets restricted to the 724 

inferior frontal gyrus. As a result, we now describe the ventral mid LPFC area as the ventrolateral 725 

prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) since this term more accurately describes the targeted site. For the first 6 726 

participants, the maximal activation on the lateral surface of the inferior frontal gyrus was chosen as the 727 

stimulation target. At this point, it was determined that this choice of target definition was producing 728 

targets that were consistently caudal to the ventral mid LPFC area previously described (mean MNI y-729 

coordinate of the first 6 participants = 14.0 compared to 20 previously). The procedure was therefore 730 

adjusted to target the rostral-most local maxima within pars triangularis and pars opercularis. This 731 

resulted in targets that were more clearly situated in mid LPFC (mean MNI location: -51.3 17.5 17.5). 732 

 733 

The rostral LPFC target was chosen to be in the vicinity of the FPl previously described (mean MNI 734 

location: -34.1 56.9 0.7). In most cases, the rostral LPFC target was identified as the maximal activation 735 

for the conjunction of Temporal Control and Contextual Control. However, if the activation peak was 736 

deemed too close to the orbits to stimulate without pain, a more dorsal local maxima was used. In 5 737 

cases, a target could not be identified through the conjunction contrast. In these cases, either the main 738 

effect of Temporal Control, main effect of Contextual Control, or the simple contrast of Branch > Control 739 

was used with the main effect contrasts taking precedence. This procedure resulted in a target that, on 740 

average, was equivalently engaged during Temporal Control and Contextual Control (average t-statistic 741 

for Temporal Control: 4.15, average t-statistic for Contextual Control: 4.38). Finally, the control site (S1) 742 

was chosen as the dorsal-most portion of the post-central gyrus anatomically defined. cTBS targets were 743 

guided by a frameless stereotactic localization system (Brainsight; Rogue Research, Inc.). 744 

 745 

cTBS Analysis 746 

 747 
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Behavioral modulations following cTBS were analyzed using repeated measures ANOVAs. For the 748 

analysis of Stimulus Domain, all trials were considered in order to maximize power. This was because the 749 

demand to select a stimulus feature (either verbal or spatial) was present in all trials of the task with the 750 

potential exception of the sub-task phase of Delay trials (notably, removing Delay trials from the 751 

analyses does not change the results). Other analyses were restricted to trials from the sub-task phase 752 

wherein the other cognitive control demands were manipulated. Reaction times (RTs) were computed 753 

from correct trials only. RTs greater than 2.5 standard deviations of the condition mean were discarded 754 

as outliers, as were trials with RTs less than 200 ms or greater than 2000 ms. ~3.5% of the trials were 755 

removed as outliers. For analyses on accuracy/error-rate, condition-wise measurements of % correct 756 

were arc-sine transformed to normalize the distributions. Accuracies at ceiling (i.e. 100% correct) were 757 

corrected prior to transformation with the formula (n-0.5)/n where n is the number of trials in the 758 

condition. Statistics were performed on these transformed data. To present error-rates, transformed 759 

accuracies were subtracted from the corrected transformed ceiling. Error-rates are presented rather 760 

than accuracies to facilitate interpretation alongside RTs such that greater numbers consistently reflect 761 

worse performance. 762 

 763 

To test for contrast x Target interactions, the contrasts of the main effect of Stimulus Domain in ER, 764 

Stimulus Domain x Contextual Control in RT, and Temporal Control in ER were computed and z-scored 765 

across individuals. These were entered into a 3 x 4 repeated measures ANOVA. A follow-up 4 x 4 ANOVA 766 

added the contrast of Contextual Control in ER. 767 

 768 

Dynamic Causal Modeling 769 

 770 

DCM was originally performed as previously described (Nee and D'Esposito, 2016). The 771 

presence/absence of connectivity pathways and modulations was matched to our previous report and 772 

the model was estimated in the present sample. Inferences on the parameter estimates were 773 

performed in an identical manner as described previously. 774 

 775 

Given the unanticipated effect of cTBS to caudal LPFC on Temporal Control, additional DCM analyses 776 

were performed on the present sample. First, the original model was compared to two other families of 777 

models: 1) Fixed connectivity between the SFS and FPl along with modulations (either feedforward, 778 

feedback, or bi-directional) as a function of Temporal Control, and 2) Fixed connectivity between the SFS 779 

and MFG along with modulations (either feedforward, feedback, or bi-directional) as a function of 780 

Temporal Control. Bayesian model selection was first performed family-wise (Penny et al., 2010). In this 781 

comparison, families including connectivity between SFS and MFG were overwhelmingly favored (model 782 

exceedance probability = 0.9992). Given this result, all subsequent model comparisons included fixed 783 

connectivity between the SFS and MFG, with modulations as a function of Temporal Control 784 

(feedforward, feedback, bi-directional, or absent) varying across models. We used an iterative 785 

procedure as previously described to explore the model space while maintaining computational 786 

feasibility (Nee and D'Esposito, 2016). Here, the model space was identical to before with the addition of 787 
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the possibility of modulations between the SFS and MFG as a function of Temporal Control. In this case, 788 

the iterative procedure did not converge, instead hitting an infinite loop. In total, 913 models were 789 

explored. Simultaneous comparison of these models using Bayesian model selection (Stephan et al., 790 

2009) did not identify a single best model in terms of an exceptional model exceedance probability. A 791 

scree plot of the models ordered by their exceedance probabilities identified potential step-wise 792 

differences for the top 18 and top 27 models. It is possible that the failure to identify a clearly superior 793 

model was due to the large number of models explored that overlapped in many features. Hence, 794 

Bayesian model selection was performed on a reduced model space taking the top 27 models. Once 795 

again, no single model was clearly favored, but the top 19 models (all model exceedance probability 796 

~0.04) were ordered similarly to before and were once again consistently favored over the other models 797 

(model exceedance probabilities ~0.02). Nevertheless, these model exceedance probabilities were no 798 

different than uniform (1/27 = 0.037). 799 

 800 

In order to better adjudicate between the models of LPFC dynamics, the best 19 models identified above 801 

were compared within the previous sample. Given that the previous sample contained twice the fMRI 802 

data per subject, this offered the ability to produce more stable model parameter estimates with better 803 

potential to delineate among the models. The original model was also included for comparison to verify 804 

that the addition of SFS to MFG connectivity was prudent making a total of 20 models for comparison. In 805 

this case, far more convincing evidence was found for the top model (model exceedance probability = 806 

0.2526, compare to a uniform of 0.05). Other models with better than uniform model exceedance 807 

probabilities shared the main features found significant in the data reported in the main text 808 

(feedforward modulation from SFS to MFG for Temporal Control, feedback modulation from FPl to MFG 809 

and MFG to cMFG/VLPFC for Contextual Control) bolstering the credibility of these effects. Parameter 810 

estimates for the best model were examined for the previous dataset and the present dataset and 811 

compared for consistency. Noting good agreement among the parameter estimates (Figure 4 – figure 812 

supplement 1), the two datasets were combined for subsequent inference. Random effects inference on 813 

the parameters of the winning model then proceeded in a manner identical to our previous report. 814 
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